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From brandenb@nordita.org Thu Jun  1 09:40:41 2023
Date: Thu, 1 Jun 2023 09:40:41 +0200
From: Axel Brandenburg <brandenb@nordita.org>
To: "maja.gall@polisen.se" <maja.gall@polisen.se>
Subject: Re: 5000-K174994-23

Dear Maja,
Thanks for contacting me. Yes, it is true that you never got my documents
of February 13. I had them all with me when I visited the police that
day and I was told that you will ask for them when you need them. I’m
therefore glad that you contacted me; a zip file with the full package
of the 12 pieces of evidence of February 13, 2023 is attached.

You asked me whether anybody else is involved in the investigation. Im my
letter of April 24, I mentioned two Polish police officers and a Polish
lawyer, Dr Piotr Å\201ebek <plebek@hryniowlebek.pl>, who is familiar with
the case. I mentioned the case number PP PL 129+23, but I was told that
they are not actively working on the case, because I never visited them
in person. They also don’t speak English. However, I encourage you to
contact Dr Å\201ebek, who is familiar with international arbitration law
in general and this case in particular.

In my letter of April 24, I referred to point 2 of my original "Report
of crimes in connection with suspect Krzysztof Sienicki", to which I
attached pieces 4 and 5 (see the attached material.zip file). The second
is 5_Brandenburg_to_Svea_2023-01-12.pdf, where I notified Lina Wogel at
Svea Hovratt of the fact that the website

  https://pesa-court.org

of the Pan-European Arbitration Court (Pan-Europejski-Sad-Arbitrazowy,
PESA), referred to in the letter of December 21, 2022, by Svea Hovratt,
was registered by Villa Europa on 2021-09-28; see

  https://who.is/whois/pesa-court.org

which is owned by Krzysztof Sienicki. It also does not exists; see
3_photographic_evidence.pdf in the attached material.zip file.

I believe you have access to the material at Svea Hovratt related to my
case Ã\226 12191-22. In addition, there are the cases:

  Ã\226 11558-2  Svea Hovratt: Henrik Hult <hult@kth.se>
  Ã\226 4652-22  Svea Hovratt: BjÃ¶rn Johansson <bjorn.johansson@ki.se>
  12 Sch 12/22 Kammergericht (Berlin): Kai Nagel <nagel@vsp.tu-berlin.de>

which are similar and also involve PESA.

In his response to Svea Hovratt of April 21, 2023, Sienicki included the
following document:

  Svea_HR_12191-22_Aktbil_49_Bilaga_1.pdf

which I have never seen before; it shows my signature on a video license
agreement (dated September 30, 2020) together with other pages that must
have been produced more recently. The first time I have seen PESA is
December 21, 2022, more than 2 years later. In addition, as shown by the
response of my lawyers to Svea Hovratt of February 20, 2023, attached as

  Svaromal_i_Svea_HR_12191-22.pdf

with reference to their file Bilaga_4-Skrivelse_fran_Villa_Europa.pdf
a completely different arbitrational court was mentioned (Lewiatan).
It is dated October 28, 2021. Nothing was mentioned about PESA!

Thus, in conclusion, the presentation of the fabricated document
Svea_HR_12191-22_Aktbil_49_Bilaga_1.pdf to Svea Hovratt is a serious
criminal offense. Please let me know if you need more information.
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You may also contact my lawyers:
Thomas Ekenberg <thomas@ekenbergandersson.se>,
Michael Erici <michael.erici@ekenbergandersson.se>
I also attach their final statement Yttrande_12191-22.pdf of May 25.

Med vÃ¤nlig hÃ¤lsning
Axel Brandenburg

PS: I attach the file material.zip, and separately the others:
  Svaromal_i_Svea_HR_12191-22.pdf
  Svea_HR_12191-22_Aktbil_49_Bilaga_1.pdf
  Yttrande_12191-22.pdf

On Thu, Jun 01, 2023 at 05:26:07AM +0000, maja.gall@polisen.se wrote:
> 
> Hej Axel!
> 
> Du uppger att dom hur sÃ¤nt i en massa dokument till oss gÃ¤llande ditt Ã¤rende. TyvÃ¤rr 
har inte jag fÃ¥tt dom. Jag har fÃ¥tt dom dokument som jag bifogat. Ã\204r det nÃ¥gon mer s
om ska ingÃ¥ i utredningen?
> 
> Med vÃ¤nlig hÃ¤lsning
> Maja Gall
> FÃ¶rundersÃ¶kningsledare
> Utredningsenheten/BedrÃ¤gerisektionen
> Telefon: 010-56 38127
> Mail: maja.gall@polisen.se<mailto:maja.gall@polisen.se>
> Polismyndigheten
> Region Stockholm
> Regionala utredningsenheten
> BedrÃ¤gerisektionen
> 106 75 Stockholm
> 
> BesÃ¶k: Polhemsgatan 30<https://www.google.com/maps/search/Polhemsgatan+30?entry=gmail&so
urce=g>, Stockholm
> Telefon till polisen 114 14
> 
> [cid:image001.jpg@01D65901.94867F10]
> 
> 


